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When that occurs, the light has been effectively reflected from the surface of the metal. In Rothermere sold the
paper to H. In doing so, the paper supported Herbert Morrison, who co-ordinated Labour's campaign, and
recruited his former antagonist Philip Zec to reproduce, on the front page, a popular VE Day cartoon on the
morning of the election, suggesting that Labour were the only party who could maintain peace in post-war
Britain. In it introduced the Andy Capp cartoon, created by Reg Smythe from Hartlepool, in the northern
editions. The Mirror had repeated allegations about the airline's safety from a Channel 4 documentary which
were not reflected by its most recent evaluation by the Irish Aviation Authority. The columnist Cassandra â€”
Rated 4 out of 5 by CassandraS from Very shiny metallic look I like that this paper is a thicker cardstock and
has a beautiful metallic appearance. The source for this table was The Economist , [35] although it was a hoax.
In , the price was increased to one penny. Because of it's ultra smooth not so porus surface I find it difficult to
keep the lanterns glued together. The election ended in Britain's first hung parliament since , but Cameron still
became prime minister of the country within days as the Conservatives formed a coalition with the Liberal
Democrats. The paper changed its masthead logo from red to black and occasionally blue , in an attempt to
dissociate itself from the term " red top ", a term for a sensationalist mass-market tabloid. The headline read
"How to stop him" in reference to the general election two days later , thus confirming the Daily Mirror's
Labour allegiance. Date published: Rated 5 out of 5 by Bobbi from I needed to create giant military "dog tags"
for a bulletin board project and the foil paper looked like metal and served the purpose well. On 6 April , the
red top came back. She sued for libel , receiving an apology and compensation payment in April  In , further
enquiry by the Department of Trade and Industry cleared Morgan from any charges. Local World had been
formed by former Trinity chief exec David Montgomery in to consolidate all DMGT's local newspaper
holdings other than the Metro , expanding their holdings while streamlining production, to make the group
more saleable. For all other uses you need to be careful about how you treat the paper to get the result you
want. Labour's credibility was helped by plans including extra NHS funding and moving away from firm
commitments on re-nationalisation to reverse the Conservative policy of privatisation, but its decision to be
up-front about tax increases was seen as a key factor in its failure to win. It was just what I was looking for.
When it failed to win readers, the Sun was sold to Rupert Murdoch â€” who immediately relaunched it as a
more populist and sensationalist tabloid and a direct competitor to the Mirror. Political allegiance[ edit ] The
Daily Mirror has traditionally backed the Labour Party at general elections. The ambitious brief for the
supplement, which ran on Wednesdays and Fridays, was to deal with international affairs, politics, industry,
science, the arts and business". Despite this, the Daily Mirror remained loyal to Labour and urged its readers
to vote for the party now led by Michael Foot , condemning the Thatcher-led Tory government for its "waste
of our nation", [40] condemning the rise in unemployment that Thatcher's Conservative government had seen
in its first term in power largely due to monetarist economic policies to reduce inflation, although the
government's previously low popularity had dramatically improved since the success of the Falklands conflict
a year earlier. The claim was part of Anderson's match preview ahead of AC Omonia's game with Manchester
City , which appeared in the web and print versions of the Mirror, with the nickname also quoted in
subsequent editions on 19 September.


